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CONCEPT: INTRODUCTION TO WATER
●Water: a small, polar molecule with ______ Hydrogen atoms & _______ Oxygen atom (________).
□ Has _______________ negative & positive charges.
□ Recall: ___________________ bonds form between water molecules.
EXAMPLE: Water & its Hydrogen Bonding.

PRACTICE: Individual water molecules bind to each other through:
a) Covalent bonds.

b) Ionic bonds.

c) Hydrogen bonds.

d) Hydrophobic bonds.

Emergent Properties of Water
●Water’s hydrogen bonding gives rise to _______ emergent properties that are essential to maintain life on Earth:
1) Adhesion & _______________.
2) Ability to moderate ____________________ & heat.
3) _________________ of water molecules upon freezing.
4) Use as a universal ____________.

EXAMPLE: Which of the following is not an emergent property of water?
a) Adhesive and Cohesive properties.
b) Moderation of temperature.
c) High density of ice compared to liquid water.
d) Used as a universal solvent in chemical reactions.
PRACTICE: The emergent properties of water (cohesion, high heat capacity, good solvent) come from the fact that water is
______ and ______ hydrogen bond.
a) Polar, can.

b) Polar, cannot.

c) Non-polar, can.

d) Non-polar, cannot.
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CONCEPT: PROPERTIES OF WATER: COHESION & ADHESION
●Cohesion: ability for water molecules to ‘stick’ _________________.
●Adhesion: ability for water molecules to ‘stick’ to _____________ molecules that are _________ water.
□ Surface _______________: measure of difficulty in breaking the surface of a liquid with force.

EXAMPLE: Cohesion, surface tension and adhesion are properties of water molecules that ________.
a) Increases with temperature.
b) Increases with pH.
c) Are a result of non-polar covalent bonding.
d) Are a result of hydrogen bonding.
PRACTICE: Which of the following effects can occur because of the high surface tension of water?
a) Lakes cannot freeze solid in winter even with extremely low temperatures.
b) A spider can walk across the surface of a small pond.
c) Organisms can resist temperature changes, although they give off heat due to chemical reactions.
d) Sweat can evaporate from the skin, helping to keep people from overheating.
PRACTICE: Cohesive forces in liquid water occur when:
a) The H atoms on molecules of H2O hydrogen bond to O atoms on adjacent molecules of H2O.
b) The H atoms on molecules of H2O hydrogen bond to other H atoms on adjacent molecules of H2O.
c) The atoms on molecules of H2O hydrogen bond to other O atoms on adjacent molecules of H2O.
d) None of the above are correct.
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CONCEPT: PROPERTIES OF WATER: DENSITY
Density of Liquid Water vs. Solid Ice
●Liquid water molecules are ____________ packed & constantly forming & breaking _________________ bonds.
●Solid water molecules are ____________ packed (expand) & form stable hydrogen bonds in a lattice structure.
□ Solid ice has a _____________ density than liquid water, causing ice to ____________ in liquid water.
□ This allows water to freeze from top to bottom & ______________ the liquid below the surface to sustain life.

EXAMPLE: Why does ice float in liquid water?
a) The high surface tension of liquid water makes the ice float.
b) Stable hydrogen bonds keep water molecules of ice farther apart than water molecules of liquid water.
c) The ionic bonds between the molecules in ice prevent the ice from sinking.
d) The lattice structure of ice causes it to be more dense than liquid water.
PRACTICE: Solid substances are normally more dense than liquid substances. However, solid ice is LESS dense than
liquid water. Why is this characteristic of solid ice important for life?
a) This characteristic allows lakes to freeze solid.
b) This characteristic allows the surface water of lakes to freeze.
c) This characteristic ensures that salt water does not freeze.
d) This characteristic is not important for life.
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CONCEPT: PROPERTIES OF WATER: THERMAL
●Kinetic Energy: a measure of energy in the form of ________________.
□ Temperature: the _____________ kinetic energy of molecules in a solution.
□ ____________ Energy: the _____________ kinetic energy of molecules transferred as __________.

Water’s High Specific Heat
●Water’s ___________ specific heat allows it to resist temperature changes.
□ ______________ Heat: amount of heat required to raise/lower ___ gram of substance ___ degree Celsius (°C).
□ Resisting temperature changes is critical for life to maintain ____________________.
EXAMPLE: Water’s High Specific Heat.

PRACTICE: Which of the following is due to the high specific heat of water?
a) Oil does not mix with water.
b) A lake heats up more slowly than the surrounding environment.
c) The high surface tension of water.
d) Sugar dissolves in hot tea faster than in iced tea.
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CONCEPT: PROPERTIES OF WATER: THERMAL
Water’s High Heat of Vaporization
●______________________ (or Evaporation): the phase transition from a liquid state to a _______________ state.
□ Heat of Vaporization: amount of heat required to convert ___ gram of a liquid to a gaseous state.
□ Water has a ________ heat of vaporization due to the abundance of ________________ bonds.
EXAMPLE: Water’s Heat of Vaporization.

PRACTICE: Which if the following defines the term evaporation?
a) The conversion of a liquid into a vapor.
b) The conversion of a solid into a vapor.
c) The conversion of a vapor into a liquid.
d) The conversion of a vapor into a solid.

PRACTICE: Choose the correct statement: Liquid water ________.
a) Is less dense than ice.
b) Has a lower specific heat than most other molecules.
c) Has a higher heat of vaporization than most other molecules.
d) Is nonpolar.
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CONCEPT: PROPERTIES OF WATER: THE UNIVERSAL SOLVENT
●Water is described as the “Universal ______________” because it can dissolve SO MANY _____________.
□ Solvent: the substance that does the dissolving, usually found in ______________ amounts (usually water).
□ Solute: the substance that gets dissolved by the solvent, usually found in ______________ amounts.
□ Solution: the ________________________ of the solutes & solvent.
□ Water molecules form a _________________ shell around individual solute molecules.
EXAMPLE: Table Salt (NaCl) Dissolving in Water.

PRACTICE: A solution in which water is the solvent is called a(n) _______________ solution.
a) Polar.

b) Aqueous.

c) Hydrophobic.

d) Complete.

PRACTICE: The substance in a mixture that is dissolved is called the:
a) Solution.
b) Solvent.
c) Solute.
d) Aqueous solution.
PRACTICE: What is the charge of the solute molecule in the image below based on the polarity of water?
a) Positively charged.
b) Negatively charged.
c) Uncharged.
d) Non-polar and hydrophobic.
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CONCEPT: PROPERTIES OF WATER: THE UNIVERSAL SOLVENT
Homogenous vs. Heterogenous Solutions
● _______genous solutions: uniformly mixed solutions where all parts are ________________ distributed.
● __________genous solutions: mixed solutions where parts are ______________________ distributed.
EXAMPLE: Homogenous vs. Heterogeneous Solutions.

PRACTICE: The components of a heterogenous solution are ________________ distributed throughout.
a) Equally.

b) Unequally.

c) Uniformly.

Hydrophilic vs. Hydrophobic
●Hydro-______________: describes substances that dissolve in water due to an _______________ to it (water “loving”).
□ _____________ & __________________ molecules tend to be hydrophilic (ex: salts & ions).
●Hydro-______________: describes substances that do _______ dissolve in water (water “fearing”).
□ ________-polar molecules tend to be hydrophobic (ex. fats, oils, & waxes).
EXAMPLE: Salt vs. Oil in Water.

PRACTICE: Hydrophobic molecules:
a) Are polar covalent molecules.

b) Easily dissolve in water.

c) Are nonpolar water “fearing” molecules.

d) Are nonpolar water “loving” molecules.
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CONCEPT: ACIDS AND BASES
●Many biological processes are strongly affected by the _____________________ of dissolved H+ in the aqueous solution.
□ Acids & bases directly affect the [H+].
Acids
●____________: any chemical that _____________________ a solution’s concentration of H+ ions.
EXAMPLE: Addition of Hydrochloric Acid (HCl) to Water.

Bases
●____________: any chemical that _____________________ a solution’s concentration of H+ ions.
□ Example of a Base is Sodium hydroxide (________).
EXAMPLE: Addition of Sodium Hydroxide (NaOH) to water.

PRACTICE: Which of the following reactions is most consistent with that of a base?
a) NH4+ → NH3 + H+
b) H2CO3 → HCO3- + H+
c) NaOH → Na+ + OHd) HCl → H+ + ClPage 9
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CONCEPT: ACIDS AND BASES
PRACTICE: The addition of an acid like HCl to an aqueous solution (pure water) would result in:
a) An increase in pH only.
b) Both the release of H+ and an increase in pH.
c) Both the release of H+ and a decrease in pH.
d) The release of H+ into the solution only.
e) A decrease in pH only.

PRACTICE: In what way(s) do bases work to increase the pH of a solution?
a) Increasing the concentration of hydroxide ions.
b) Decreasing the concentration of hydrogen ions.
c) Decreasing the concentration of hydroxide ions.
d) Increasing the concentration of hydrogen ions.
e) Both a & b.
f) Both c & d.
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